
No. 222HOUSE

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT COMMISSION RELATIVE TO
THE APPORTIONMENT OF THE EXPENSES
OF THE METROPOLITAN WATER SYSTEM.

[Joint Ways and Mear

Metropolitan District Commission,
20 Somerset Street, Boston, December 1, 1934

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of Massachu-
General Court assemblec

On April 17, 1934, the following resolve, chapter 8, was
approved by the Governor:

Resolved, That the metropolitan district commission is hereby
authorized and directed t itigation and studv

t to the cities and towns in theto the apport
withwater district of the expenses of the metropolitan water system wit

a view to determining the advisability of changing the present statu-
Tory method* of such apportionment, particularly with respect to tin

irtionment that are based and reckoned onirtions of
mption of said citthe valuations and the water consumption of said cities and toy

1 commission shall report to the general court the results of its
and study and its recommendations if any, together

with drafts of legislation necessary to carry its recommendations int
effect, by filing the same with the clerk of tl reprcscntati \

ir before December first in the current year.

The Commission as directed by the resolve has made
an investigation and study relative to the apportionment
to the cities and towns in the Metropolitan Water Dis-

Cfte Commontoealt!) of s^assacfnisetts
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trict of the expenses of the water system, with a view to
determining the advisability of changing the present
statutory method of such apportionment, particularly
with respect to the proportions of such apportionments
that are based on valuations and water consumption of
said cities and towns, and herewith submits its report.

In connection with this investigation a hearing was held
November 19, 1934, notice of which was given to the
cities and towns in the Metropolitan Water District. The
city of Quincy and the towns of Arlington, Belmont,
Brookline, Lexington, Milton and Swampscott were
represented at the hearing or were recorded as advocating
that the present method of apportionment should be
changed, and should be based on the consumption of
water alone. These municipalities would have a lower
assessment if such a change were made. The cities of
Boston, Everett, Malden, Medford and Somerville, and
the town of Winthrop, were represented and opposed
any change in the present method of apportionment.
Most of these municipalities would pay a higher assess-
ment if such a change were made.

The municipalities favoring a change represent about
17 per cent of the water district based on valuation, 11
per cent based on consumption, and 14 per cent based on
population, and the municipalities opposing a change
represent about 72 per cent based on valuation, 77 per
cent based on consumption, and 71 per cent based on
population.

The original Metropolitan Water Act, chapter 488 of
the Acts of 1895, establishing the Metropolitan Water
District, provided in section 19 that the apportionment
of the expenses for interest and sinking fund and for
maintenance and operation should be based entirely on

valuation for Boston, and one-third on valuation and
two-thirds on population for the other municipalities,
with the exception that any municipality which obtained,
its entire supply from its own works should be assessed
on the basis of only one-sixth of its valuation and one-
sixth of its population, and that any municipality which
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obtained a part of its water supply from its own works
should be credited therefor at the rate of $l2 per million
gallons.

Since 1901 there have been several changes in the
method of apportioning the Metropolitan Water District
assessment. By 1902 it was evident that the prevailing
method of apportionment encouraged unnecessary and
improper use of the water, and that large quantities were
being wasted. To remedy this situation chapter 392 of
the acts of that year provided for the measurement of the
water supplied to each municipality, and for the consid-
eration of consumption as a factor in apportioning the
annual assessment, and as a result the method of appor-
tioning the assessment was changed by chapter 426 of
the Acts of the year 1904. This act provided that begin-
ning in 1906 the apportionment should be based entirely
in proportion to valuation for Boston, and one-third in
proportion to valuation and two-thirds in proportion to
consumption for the other municipalities, with the excep-
tion that any municipality that obtained its entire supply
from its own works should be assessed on the basis of
one-fifth of its valuation and include nothing for con-
sumption.

Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1906 provided that begin-
ning in 1907 Boston should be assessed on the same basis
as the other municipalities, and, as a further means of
reducing waste of water, chapter 524 of the Acts of 1907
provided for the installation of meters beginning in 1908.

Chapter 422 of the Acts of 1913 provided that under
certain conditions and by arrangements with the Com-
mission, credit of not less than $24 per million gallons,
or more than the average cost of water for the district,
may be obtained by any municipality which agrees to
furnish for a period of five years or more a fixed quantity
of water from its own works.

Since 1913 no change has been made in the basis of
apportionment, and the present statutory basis is set
forth in section 26 of chapter 92 of the General Laws.

A table has been prepared and is appended to this
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report, showing the actual water assessments for the year
1934 on the present basis, and the estimated assessment
based on consumption alone, with the difference in the
amount of the assessment for each of the municipalities.

Under the present method of assessment the municipal!
ties with a relatively larger valuation and relatively
lower consumption pay a higher rate per million gallons
for water than those with a relatively lower valuation
and higher consumption. There was for the year 1933
a maximum variation in the cost per million gallons of
about $43, or about $22 between the maximum and aver-
age cost per million gallons. This variation of cost of
$22 per million gallons between the maximum and average
cost is equal to a little over one and a half cents per hun-
dred cubic feet, which is a comparatively small factor in
the meter rates of municipalities charging the higher rates
of around 30 cents, or even in the average meter rates of
around 20 cents, per hundred cubic feet. For the munic-
ipalities where the assessments result in the higher cost
of water per million gallons, the percentage of the cost of
water to the total water revenue received is relatively
smaller than for the municipalities having the lower cost
per million gallons. In Milton and Lexington the metro-
politan water assessments are less than a third of the total
water revenue, while in Everett and Chelsea they are
about two-thirds. A table is appended showing the total
revenues received, the total assessments paid, and the
percentage of assessment to'revenue.

The Metropolitan Water System is owned by the State,
which in the first instance pays the entire capital charges,
interest and maintenance costs, these costs being assessed
back on the cities and towns in the Metropolitan Water
District. While the title to the Metropolitan Water
Works is in the State, the works are operated for the
benefit of the municipalities that are members of the dis-
trict, and these municipalities are equitably at least the
owners of the works.

An adequate water supply is an asset to any munic-
ipality, it is a benefit to real estate, and enhances the valu-
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ation thereof. It not only assures to the occupants of
residential and business property an adequate supply of
good water for all domestic and business purposes, but
6'

also a supply for lire protection and other municipal use
The cost of operation of a water system includes the initial
expense of acquiring and developing an adequate supply
of good water with the capital charges and interest, the
distribution facilities of mains and pumping equipment,
and the cost of operation in maintaining and protecting
the purity of the supply and the distribution of the water
used. The costs involved are not only for furnishing the
actual water consumed, but also for maintaining a supply
which is at all times adequate and ready for immediate
use of any reasonable amount. The supply itself must be
large enough to furnish all water needed in periods of
drought as well as in average years and wet years when
water may be wasted. The distribution facilities must
be sufficient to meet extraordinary or unusual drafts much
in excess of the average consumption. Such unusual
drafts are required for fire protection purposes, for sprin-
kling during dry periods in the summer, and for protec-
tion of plumbing fixtures during extreme cold weather in
the winter.

The rate of consumption of water during these periods
of unusual draft or peak loads is several times the normal
rate of consumption, while the total consumption during
the year is little affected by such unusual drafts. These
unusual drafts are entirely for the benefit of real estate
and if the facilities therefor are provided in the case of
fire protection, lower insurance rates are obtained. The
distribution facilities maintained are generally sufficient
to allow a draft of about five times the average consump-
tion rate, and some municipalities contend that even a
higher ratio should be maintained. The cost of providing
the distribution facilities for these peak loads and of
maintaining the supply adequate therefor is far in exces
of that required for only normal consumption. Such
extra costs would not be equitably apportioned by a pro-
portion based only on the actual water consumed.
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About 42 per cent of the total metropolitan water
assessments are made up of capital charges, that is, of
payments for sinking fund and serial bond payments for
the existing supply, and for serial bond payments and
interest for the additional supply now being constructed
and not yet in operation; the remaining 58 per cent of the
water assessments are for maintenance costs, interest on
the bonds for the existing works and for the cost of ex-
tensions to the distribution system assessed as operating
charges.

It has been generally considered that the original cost
of the works should be borne in proportion to valuation,
while the operation of the system might be assessed on a
proportion of use or consumption of water. If this prin-
ciple wTere followed the assessment for the present time
should be based upon a proportion of about one-half on
valuation and one-half on consumption instead of one-
third valuation and two-thirds consumption, the method
now used. As the principal payments are reduced that
part of the assessment will be proportionately reduced,
but for the next few years, until the works for the addi-
tional supply are completed, the capital charges will not
be materially reduced.

In the other metropolitan systems, sewerage and parks,
the value of the systems as an asset to property values has
also been recognized, and valuation of property forms a
basis for a part of the assessments. In the sewerage sys-
tem the cost of the system or the capital charges and
interest are based on a proportion of valuation, while the
cost of operation is apportioned on a basis of population
as a measure of use. In the parks system the capital
charges and interest are assessed on a basis of valuation,
and the maintenance costs are assessed on a basis of one-
half valuation and one-half population.

In the operation of the Metropolitan Water System
it is generally true that the cost to the district of furnish-
ing water to those municipalities with higher consumption
rates per capita and lower valuations is substantially less
per million gallons than it is to those municipalities with
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lower consumption rates per capita and higher valuations,
for the reason that the supply mains required are shorter
and most of the water is furnished at low pressure with-
out pumping, and it is further generally true that in these
municipalities the variations in the maximum draft over
the average rate is less than in those municipalities with
the lower consumption rate per capita. Most of the
municipalities with the lower consumption rates and
higher valuations are situated farther from the distribu-
tion centers and have the higher elevations requiring the
higher services with pumping. It would seem as if some
consideration should be given to the actual cost to the
district of furnishing the water- to these municipalities,
and for that reason an assessment based on consumption
alone would not be just or equitable.

The Metropolitan Water Act provides that any munic-
ipality within ten miles of the State House may become
a member of the district by paying an entrance fee as
determined by the Commission, and upon such terms as
may be fixed by the Commission. In the past it has been
customary to fix an entrance fee based on the contribu-
tions that would have been made by the entering member
if it had joined the district at the start, plus certain other
special costs of furnishing service; that is, it has been felt
that an entering municipality should contribute its pro-
portionate part of the cost of the system to which it will
thereafter have its share of the use and to which it can
look for its water supply needs in the future.

If the basis of assessment is changed to consumption
only, it will in nearly every instance be decidedly to the
disadvantage of the present members of the district, and
to the advantage of the future entering members. It has
not been to the advantage of the present members of the
district to carry the relatively higher principal charges
of the works during the past years, and will not be for the
next few years, and then allow the other municipalities
entitled to enter to join and enjoy the benefits of the
system at the lower cost of water after the capital charges
have been materially reduced. This is inequitable under
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the present provision of law, and would be even more
inequitable if the apportionment were based on consump-
tion alone.

The city of Newton is the only municipality that has
joined the district and is using its entire supply from its
own works, and is being assessed on only one-fifth of its

aluation, and nothing on consumption. This has re
suited in a relatively very small assessment on this city,
and is decidedly unfair to the other municipalities in the
district. Such a municipality should pay its full propor-
tion of the capital charges in the works which it has the
right to use at any time without further payment. If
any change is to be made in the basis of apportionment
Newton should be required to pay its full share of the
capital charges.

The town of Brookline is now the only member of the
district that is using its own supply so far as sufficient for
its own use, and is being supplied the balance of water
required from the metropolitan supply. As provided by
existing law, Brookline is assessed its full proportion for
all water used and is then credited for its own water con-
sumed at the average cost to the district. If the basis of
assessment should be changed to consumption alone the
average cost of water would be the same to all municipali-
ties, Brookline would then be paying for only the actual
metropolitan water consumed at cost to the district, the
district would be acting as a stand-by for the extra water
required, furnishing such water at cost, and Brookline
would be acquiring its share in the metropolitan system
for practically no contribution to the capital charges. If
any change is to be made in the basis of apportionment
there should be an adjustment of the arrangement with
Brookline, requiring the town to pay its proportion of the
capital charges and the cost of the metropolitan water
supplied.

It is the opinion of the Commission that in the appor-
tionment of the expenses of the Metropolitan Water
System, a proportion based in some measure on valuation
of property is just and equitable; that as a general prin-
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should be the measure for the
or cost of the works, andciple valuation of property

payment of capital charge
that consumption of water-
cost of operation or mainh

should be the measure for the
nance of the system. If this

principle were followed the weight given to the valuation
of property in the proportion should be increased from
one-third to about one-half. The Commission feels, how-

ever that inasmuch as the present basis of apportionment
has stood for nearly thirty years with very little dissatis-

faction among the members of the district, and that in the

future the capital charges will be reduced, no change in

the present method of assessment is advisable.

Respectfully submitted,

DAVIS B. KENISTON,
WM. F. ROGERS,
FELIX A. MARCELLA,
JOSEPH B. JACOBS,

Metropolitan District Commiss
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Comparison of Actual Metropolitan Water Assessments for
1934, APPORTIONED ON PRESENT BASIS, WITH ESTIMATED ASSESS-

MENTS based on Consumption alone.

Estimated
Con- Actual l 9ii!PateACity or Town. sumption 1934 Water 1 Difference +or

Ratios. Assessment. Co
b
nsu

b
ption

only.

Arlington . . .016355 $88,978 15 $80,981 52 -$7,996 63= -8.99%
Belmont . .011094 64,913 95 54,931 76 - 9,982 19= -15.38%
Boston . . .640017 3,134,977 47 3,169,033 79 +34,056 32= +1.09%
Brookline. . .035538 43,593 53 1 6,972 35 1 -36,621 18= -84.01%
Chelsea . .025753 113.621 71 127,515 56 +13,893 85= +12.23%
Everett . . .033203 152,243 27 164,404 12 +12,160 85= +7.99%
Lexington .004853 28,317 54 24,029 55 -4,287 99= -15.14%
Malden . . .027389 131,437 14 135,616 19 +4,179 05= +3.18%
Medford . . .024845 128,946 55 123,019 62 -5,926 93= -4.60%
Melrose . .011661 59,556 44 57,739 25 -1,817 19= -3.05%

Milton . . .006818 44,033 55 33,759 22 -10,274 33= -23.33%
Nahant . . .001593 8,739 37 7,887 71 -851 66

18,746 31 - -18,746 31 = -100.00‘Newton
Quincy . . .039381 204,050 64 194,994 38 -9,056 26= -4.44%

015848 75,767 61 78,461 21 +2,693 60= +3.56'Revere

067268 290,805 59 333,076 41 +42,270 82= +14.54'omerville

Stoneham . . .006415 29,545 61 31,763 77 +2,218 26= +7.51

Swampscott .006030 33,481 93 ' 29,857 45 - 3,624 48= -10.85

Watertown . . .016880 86,299 42 83,482 02 -2,817 40= -3.2'

Winthrop . . . .009081 44,434 62 44,964 42 +529 80= +1.19*

District . 1.000000 14,782,490 30 84,782,490 30

Net assessment after credit
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Percentage of Total Water Revenue of Municipalities in
Metropolitan Water District required for Metropolitan

Water Assessment in 1933.

Total Water Total Water
Revenue. Assessment. p

PWTI„p

111,21

4,400,

11

179,896 01 139,685 19

26,515 51 34.9

119,734 11 62.2
119,872 20 56.5
55,295 91 58.8

12,162
94,026

133,756 84

64.0

16,871 41

416,574 95 186,906 74 44.9
105,437 07 71,209 80 67.6

198,150 03 273,312 32 54.9

43,023 48 24,310 48 56.5
66,167 13 29,981 86 45.3

181,661 32 78,865 25 43.4
92,942 48 40,712 36 43.8

1,374 6J

No consumption ratio included




